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« « During the tast few years. Kenyan runners
have amassed a brilliant string of Olympic and
Wortd Cliampionship titles as well as world
records. There seems to be a gigantic pool of
young talent because every year new. previously
virtually unheard of runners are catapulted to
the fore. This success hos led to widespread
discussion and debate of people trying to figure
out the Kenyan secret. Father Colm O'Connell.
who is the head of the famous St. Patrick's High
School in Iten/Kenia and has been coaching
young Kenyan elite runners for years says that
the secret is mainly a combination of genetic
talent, hard and disciplined work, enthusiasm for
running and, last but not least, the ability to
relax and take a rest whenever needed. In this
article Father O'Connell talks, among other
things, about his personal involvement as a
coach, his relation to and influence an young
athletes at Iten, the development of athletics in
Kenya, life and training at St. Patrick's High
School and the Kenyan athletics system. * ft

This contribution was originally presented as a lecture,
given at the II International Coaches' Symposium of the
Track and Cross-Country Running Team of the German
athletics federatiün (DLV) in co-operation with thc Mairz
OLV-Coaches' School in Berlin. 1.-2. November 1996.

Father Colm O'Connell is a teacher at and the
head of the S(. Patrick's High School in Iten/
Kenia. He hos been coaching young Kenyan elite
runners since 1976 and has an expert knowledge
of what may be called the secret of Kenyan running success. He has coached, among others,
Kipkoech and Charles Cheruiyot, Salina Chirchir,
Helen Kimaiyo, Peter Rona, Mathew Birir. Wilson
Kipketer, Sally Barsosla, Rose Cheruiyot. Joseph
Tengelei. Benson Koech, David Kiptoo. Lydia
Cheromei. Julius Chelute.
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Personal involvement and
development as a coach

My involvement in the coaching of athletics
could be described as an accident. The particular
group of Brothers which I belong (The Patrician
Brothers), specialize in the development of young
people, mainly through education. For me this
extended far beyond the confines of a classroom,
to any area which attracts their interest and
involvement, and in which I can assist them to
grow up to develop their talents, become better
people and conlribule to the society in which we
live.
Before coming lo Kenya 1 was involved not
only in the more formal side of leaching but also
in youth work and dabbled a little in football
coaching. On coming here in July 1976, 1 was
immediately called upon to assist in preparing
and coaching the track team. This was al the instigation o f t h e then coach, Peler Foster, brother
to the well known British alhlete. Brendan. He
came direclly and asked for help. Why me? I'll
never know. But such is often the nature of things
in Kenya. One often gets involved in areas where
he/she has little or no experience and may depend on learning on the job. Interest and goodwill are sometimes placed before knowledge and
experience and rightly so. Very often we have
people who are quite knowledgeable but lack the
interest to impart their knowledge.
It was an opportunity for me to get to know
the students in a more informal setting and mix
with them outside the classroom. I was also facing a new and challenging cultural adjustment.
and this for me was an opportunity to break
down any barriers or fixed notions I may have
had. I had a belief that one of the best ways lo
understand, get to know and influence young
people was through an aciivity which Ihey enjoy
and can easily associate with. At that parlicular
time in Iten. sports ranked highly among the
activities of the students.
It's very often difficult to say exactly why one
makes certain decisions at particular times.
Coming to Kenya was for me the opening up of a
new world, new challenges and, perhaps, a way
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of getting out of a rut into which I was likely to
slip if I remained in Ireland. To avoid this and
accepi new challenges, I decided to take up the
offer of a teaching post in St. Patrick's High
School, Iten, in the Western Highlands of Kenya.

At a certain stage for me this relation is often
changed when the alhlete has lo venture into
the wider world of sport on his/her own, but is
never broken. The many young athletes I have
asisted continue to keep in touch with me and, in
some
cases still follow the same programme that
In no way can 1 claim to have a very great
they learned and used at Iten with me. Part of
depth of knowledge about the scientific or techmy approach to training is lo assist the athlete to
nical side of athletics. The little I have in this area
prepare him/herself for the day in which he/she
can be partly attributed Walter Abmayr, a German coach who was posted lo Kenya in the early will be able lo continue lo train alone or in a different environment. To achieve this I often play
1980's to assist in the identification and training
of potential coaches to promote athletics. I was only a passive role in the coaching exercise. The
lucky to be among those coaches to benefit from alhletes themselves quickly learn the programme
such a programme. This was done through organ- and after a couple of years the older ones are
ising a series of courses for people such as myself able to lead, direct and implement it. Because of
and they helped greatly to widen my knowledge this 1 often see myself more as a person who proof the sport, confirm my approach and give me vides the opportunity, motivation and environment conducive to training than strict technical
the necessary confidence to undertake coaching
coaching input.
from a slightly more technical angle.
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Relation to and influence on young
athletes at Iten

Much of my coaching is based on 'getting to
know the athlete'. Like education itself it is a personal relalionship. It is a wholesome exercise
where I enjoy the personal side of the sport
rather than the more technical side or indeed the
achievements obtained. For me il's important to
know the athlete. Having had little or no previous experience, whal other approach could I
have taken? This meant that I learned my athletics first-hand from the athlete and not from any
academic aspect, l l was a question of trial and
error at the beginning. I probably could say that I
know more about the athlete than aboul athletics. It was much much later that I began to gain
any knowledge aboul the technical side of the
sport. Coaching for me is a relationship and not
merely the inparting of knowledge or technique.
Young people play sports mainly for enjoyment.
This is an integral part of it. One should not get
overtechnical at the expense of that enjoyment.
The more serious side will come soon enough.
Il's very difficult lo assess one's influence in
any social activity. I would like lo think that I
help to identify in the young people I coach a
talent which they have, and that I help them to
develop that talent, to assisl them to become
better people and further their aims in life and
secure a better future. However, this lalent cannol be developed in isolation. This is especially
true of young people where their needs are many
and varied. One has to cater for the whole person. In fact, in most cases the parents entrust the
child to the teacher but we end up becoming 'all
things' to that child - parent, teacher, guardian,
coach, and even the provider. Very often, a great
dependancy grows up between athlete and coach.
26
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Relation w i t h the i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y
successful graduates f r o m Iten and
their influence on t h e younger
students

I like to retain a close friendship with all the
athletes with whom I work, whether they make it
to the top or not. I would like to think that all
benefilied in some way from their experience
with me. Certainly I did and still do. For me the
coaching of young alhletes is almost an end in
itself without any long-term aims. It is difficult
for any of them to definitely say that they are
going to make athletics their career or be successful at it. Therefore, the here-and-now is as
imporlant as what it might bring them in the
fulure.
Many of our past graduates keep a close contact wilh our younger members and, indeed, some
of them return to do part of their training here.
This is, perhaps, because they feel a certain affinity with the place where many of Ihem took their
first strides in athletics. It Is a great source of
encouragement and inspiration for the younger
ones and, indeed, for me.
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Development o f athletics in Kenya

Historically one can divide Kenya's development in athletics in six sections:
1) The early 1950's saw the foundation of the
National Association (KAAA), and the country's first participation in international competitions with some success.
2) This was followed by the rather explosive
appearance in the Tokyo and Mexico Olympics as well as the first All-African Games in
1965 where Kenya picked up ils first major
medals. Many of these athletes of the 1960's
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came from the Forces (Army, Police, Prisons,
etc.) - who then, as now formed the backbone of the team.
3) Then we had the exodus to American
Colleges of the young talent beginning In the
early 1970's lo the mid 1980's, many attracted by the track scholarships and the opportunity to further their education. This meant
that many of our athletes were residing and
competing outside of the country. Most people at home only read about them in newspapers, heard about them on the radio or saw
them on TV. This era also saw the boycott of
two Olympics for Kenya - Montreal and Moscow. The 1980"s also saw the organisation of
junior championships. This played a significant role in motivating our younger athletes
and also gave us coaches an opportunity lo
assess our techniques and judge our performances.
4) The nexl stage saw a relatively massive expansion of the country's athletics base. It also
saw the rather sudden emergence of 'professionalism' in the sport. Kenya's base moved
back home from US Colleges. Many of the
athleles began to live, work and train al
home. This move was very much associated
with Kenya's successful participation in crosscountry at first and then the track slightly
later. This had a tremendous influence on the
spreading of athletics to the rural areas. Local
coaches began to take a more active interest
in the sport and a realization gradually came
about that one doesn't have lo train abroad,
or undergo very technical or scieniific training l o become a successful athlete. The
younger generation could see and experience
their 'heroes' on a regular basis. They were
living and training in the villages. The young
ones could learn firsthand from the seniors
and realise that they had to suffer, sweat and
work hard in training to prepare for competition. Their efforts were to be admired, but
were no longer the mystery they seemed to
be when those athletes trained and competed
in far-off USA. This was a great source of
encouragemenl and support for many more
young people lo lake up the sport. The older
worked hand in hand with the younger generation.
5) The late 19B0's and early '90's, of course saw
Kenya emerge as a 'world power' in long distance running. Their performance in the
Seoul Olympics, the World Cross Country, the
World Championships, major marathons - all
reflect this. Kenya had come of age in the
world of athletics.
6) Today we have a massive explosion of young
people in Kenya training and wanting their
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place in the world of athlelics. New names
appear every year. II seems lo be a neverending stream of talent. Why? New motives
have entered the equation. The financial benefils to be gained, the realization that as
Kenyans they seem to have a slight edge on
most others and the wealth they see their
senior counterparts bringing home.
5

The role o f climatic conditions

The climate at Iten is quite conducive to allyear-round training. Though situated less than
one degree north of the Equator our temperatures are moderated by the fact that we are situated at an altitude of about 2400 metres above
sea level. Temperatures don't vary very much
from season to season, averaging about 25 degrees Celsius during the day and dropping to
about 10 al night. The major variations come in
the area of rainfall - with two distinct seasons
each year - April, and October-November which
is our off-season. The consistency of the climate
and the near predictability of the rain means that
one is in a good position to plan the athletics programme for the year.
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Recruiting

For St. Patrick's recruitment is no longer a big
issue. In the early years of the school's history the 1960's - many of the athletes came lo school
with a little persuasion and incentives. Today
they need no such persuasion. In fact, we get
many applicalions from young alhletes to gain
entry to this boarding school. As St. Patrick's also
has a high academic profile nol all student-athletes can gain admission. Many seem lo believe
that by gaining entry they will improve their
chances of being successful in athletics. This
means that the school has to select and choose,
placing more emphasis on the person's academic
ability. This is based on their performance in the
Primary School Certificate of Education, which
each pupil sits at the end of eight years of primary education. Admission to our training camp follows a different procedure.

7

School r o u t i n e and training

The overall training of athletes at Iten could be
divided in two, namely, the student-athletes who
attend St. Patrick's High School and those who
participate in our training camp during holiday
time. St. Patrick's is a boarding secondary school
for boys. The school year is divided into terms
(semesters). It begins in January with the opening
of the year and extends till March with 1 month's
holidays in April (track Iraining camp). The second term begins in May and goes till the end of
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July with again, holidays in Augusi. Final term is
from September unlil November-December (crosscountry training camp). The fact that all the students here are full-time boarders is a decided
advantage when it comes lo planning, coaching
and preparalion for competitions.
Training begins at about 6 am each morning almost one hour before sunrise. One can see dark
shadows appearing from the doorways of the
dormitories, all wrapped up in heavy pullovers,
long trousers and some with heads almost completely covered in scarves or balaclavas. They disappear into the darkness and the dawn. This is an
exercise which is as much psychological as physical. It helps the alhletes to develop a great team
spirit, it binds them together, it isolates them
from the resl of humanity and puts them in a
unique situation where they realise that while
everybody else is sleeping snugly in their beds
they are tracking the roads in preparation for
some greal evenl. This exercise is often referred
to as a 'morning run' which would indicate that
ils not very intensive or an extreme form of physical training. It is more of a rigour and an isolation. Training finishes at about 6.30 with a cold
shower then into school uniform and off lo breakfast which usually consists of a plate of 'ugi'
(maize porridge) or, when they are lucky, bread
and tea. Then it's into class for their daily academic chores which begin at 8 am and last till 3.30
pm with an hour's lunch break at 1 pm. There is
home work (preps) from 4-5 pm and then it's
back into shorts for evening training. This varies
from season to season. It is roadwork for crosscountry and track work; during the athletic season. This session lasts for aboul one and a half
hours. It usually consists of about twenty minutes warm-up, followed by an hour of intensive
training and aboul ten minutes warm-down.
Supper is served at 6.45 pm and then back to
their homework al 7 pm until 9 pm when they
walch the news on TV. lls early bed for those
who are expected to be on their toes at 5.30 the
next morning.
Training programme - general structure
December holidays: Cross-country training
camp wilh about 120 middle and long distance
athletes.
January-March: The studeni athletes return to
their respective schools and continue with their
training programme, many of them come from
local schools and I can, therefore, monitor their
training. However the more isolated ones have to
train on their own.
April holidays: ^rack iraining camp wilh aboul
100 athletes - all track events.
May-July: Back to school and continue with
the programme.
28
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Training at Iten camp: i n t e g r a t i o n o f
girls and other athletes

Here we lurn to our exiended programme the camp. It involves athletes from a wide catchment area and involves the bringing together of
over 100 young people. Though fairly well structured, I would like lo think that we don't have an
especially rigid programme of training here. Flexibility is the name of the game when dealing with
young people. This camp began in 1989 wilh a
handful of female athletes.
The athletes arc identified from among the
local youths (mainly from schools) competitions
during the previous season, which our coaches
attend. At these competitions we try lo identify
young boys and girls who show signs of potential. This can be done by watching them perform,
their style of running, hurdling, height, age. determination and attitude, etc. We have four qualified coaches in our camp, two primary school
leachers and two secondary. We get together
and go Ihrough all the potential prospects and
invite them to our camp unless we are already
aware that they already following a satisfactory
coaching programme.
The December camp is basically an attempt to
help: 1) beginners to see and experience a more
formal Iraining programme, 2) give them an
opportunity to mix with more eslablished athletes, 3) the athletes get back into training after
a rather lengthy lay-off which has lasted for
about three months, 4) them to have a slow,
gradual build-up before the intensive section
comes and can allow for injury or any unforeseen
break in their programme.
In the early years the training was mainly concerned with those athletes who were also fulltime students of the school but it was realised
that this ruled o u l many, such as those who
could not gain admission to the school e.g. those
who were unable to reach the academic requirements, girl-athletes and athletes who had completed their secondary education. This meant that
Ihe programme had to be extended to encompass
a wider variety and catchment area.
In the past decade or so our programme has
been extended to encompass as many as possible
of the talented ones. More schools are now benefitting, including primary, secondary and a few
colleges as well as some individuals, boys and
girls.
Tiie camp deals not only with training but try
to widen their horizons by iniroducing Ihcm to
various aspecis of health, such as drug abuse,
hygiene, athletic educalion, what the fulure holds
for the successful ones, finances, agents, contracts, competition etc. We also use our more
established and successful senior international
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athletes to assist us with this programme. Luckily
there we get some funding from an international
sport-goods company to cover the basic needs
such as food and accommodation. This training
camp has become very popular with many applicants seeking places. It has been partly decentralised with about four similar such camps now
scattered around the country - camps based on
the Iten system.
• Our season begins in December. This is holidaytime for schools. This programme places an
emphasis on cross-country training as this
could be considered the beginning of the preparations for the major championships which
take place in February-March. By January
schools re-open and the students have lo return to their respective schools. We provide
them with a programme to continue with their
training. In some cases we have already made
contacl with the head or interested teacher
who will assisl with the impiementation of the
programme. This can also encourage a person
on the spot lo become involved in the athletic
development of the athlete. We, the camp
coaches, try to keep in touch with each or our
athletes and monitor their progress as far as
possible.
• Our next get-together is the April camp, again
holiday lime for school. This lime our concentration is on track and field and by now most
of the participants have some basic fitness. We
can, therefore, begin al a slightly higher level
and intensify the Iraining. A more rigorous and
technical approach can be taken. The athletes
again take a follow-up programme wilh them
as schools open the firsl week of May. Local
competitions usually begin in June and extend
to mid-July and thy then lead on to international level for the more successful in late July
and August.
By September the season finishes. For the students the monlhs of September and October are
very busy academically with national examinations in November. This a complete rest period
for the athletes. We often encourage them to
piay and participate in other sporting events e.g.
volleyball, basketball, football, tennis etc.
9

The balance: education v's athletics

Many experts loday would agree that it is quite
difficull to compete al a high level in any sport
as well as excel in anoiher area such as in the
pursuit of educalion. However, in our silualion al
Iten we are dealing first and foremost with young
people, where both they and their parents, have
their educational development as a priority. To
many of our student-athletes education is importanl. In fact, St. Patrick's has a very high reputaIAAF quarterly

tion in the academic world. The school is ranked
among the top 5% in the country in national
examinations. This makes it very competitive to
gain entry. At junior level we believe that we can
successfully combine our students' academic and
athletic development. This calls for a careful allocation of resources, economic use of time and
effori. Occasionally a student-athlete may decide
to promote one at the expense of the other but
the school makes every effort to produce a balanced, well-rounded person. We also remember
that not all will make it successfully in the athletics world and must, therefore, be careful to
provide an educalion which will cater for a wide
variety of possibilities for the student. All this
calls for a subtle balancing of education and athletics - knowing in fact that they are complimentary ralher than contradictory - all giving
rise to a more healthy and well-balanced person,
able lo take his/her place in society.

10

Late developers

Some of Kenya's most successful athletes, such
as John Ngugi, Julius Kariuki, Julius Korir, Paul
Koech, Pauline Konga, Tegla Lerupe, emerged at a
rather mature age with little or no formal background Iraining and without passing through the
successful junior ranks and through the schools
programme. However, most of today's runners
coming out of Kenya are being nurtured from a
younger age and benefit from a more long term
programme where they develop under the watchful eye of qualified coaches. Such is the case at
Iten. We try to identify them while still in primary school, al about the age of 12-14 years and
them follow them through to about the age of
20 years. There is still room for the late developer
but it is, perhaps, becoming more difficult to
break into the successful international scene
without having a good basic foundation in the
sport.
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Competition

Kenya is. perhaps, lucky to have a well-developed and relatively well-organised school sysiem
in place as regards athletics. This dates back to
the mid 1960's when competitions began at
grassroots level and reached all the way lo national championships. This was and still is a tremendous achievemeni and is done at primary,
secondary and college level. It has served as one
of the great means of identifying and encouraging our young athletes, exposing them to competilions their own level and giving them a sense of
whal the sport is all about. Such competitions
begin at local or 'village' level - right from the
grassroots. Many young people get a chance to
participate - for some, to take their first steps to
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stardom. Very often such competitions take place
in rough-and-ready conditions, poorly marked
fields, haphazard officiating but with a lot of enthusiasm and enjoyment. It is an occasion for the
whole school community, where effort is praised
and failure to win accepled. The best are selected
to proceed to the next stage as the opposition
strengthens and again, only the best proceed.
This process continues until national level. For
our method of identifying young taleni at Iten
this proves an ideal situation, where we can see
the various individuals, levels and levels performances. However, one also needs to see athletes
who may nol perform very well in any one particular competition but have the potential lo improve if give formal training and the necessary
support and encouragement.
Occasionally after the national championships.
in the various categories, the young talents are
given opportuniiies lo show their paces in some
international meets in Europe. These are often
spotted by agents who sponsor them to compete
in such meets and, if successful, can lead to signing contracts and entry to the 'business' side of
athlelics. There are also junior championships
such the world cross couniry and the world
junior athletes competition where Kenya sends a
national team. This is usually selected based on a
trial competition involving the primary and secondary schools champions and some individuals
who feel they may have a chance of gaining a
place on the national team.

12

Successful products of the
"Iten System'

It is difficult to trace the fortunes and, indeed,
mishaps, of some of our athletes as we tend to
deal mainly with the younger generation while
those who have gone on lo greater things have
in many cases broken the bond with their 'nursery'.
Sally Barsosio is presently one of the leading
ladies in Kenyan athletics. She first came to my
attention in 1992, at the age of 14, as a young
primary school student-athlete when I attended
a local athletic compelilion. She had a rather
awkward style of running, with long loping
strides and a lot of determination. At once I felt
that there was potential there, more from her
determination and attitude than from any physical traits. She had nol been given any formal
coaching up to then and certainly had nol trained
regularly on a track. Her deveiopmeni had lo be
taken slowly and appropriately for her age. However, much lo my surprise, she won the Kenyan
trials for Stuttgart in the 10,000m the following
year and, thus gained a place on the national
team. I had some misgivings about such an expo30
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sure. First was the problem of her age, secondly
the fact that she was running 10,000 metres and
thirdly her lack of experience. However, Kenya
has in the past and still has to a large extent a
high dependence on female athletes who are still
in their mid-teens to represent them al senior
level. Her performance in Stuttgart was commendable taking inlo accouni the circumstances,
a bronze medal and a world junior record. She
had lo give a lot to achieve that. In fact, I as her
coach, considered she had to give loo much. She
collapsed on the finish line. After her return from
Stuttgart we (Sally and I) agreed that she would
reduce her distance, at least at internalional level
for the next two years. This she did and the following year won the World Junior Cross-country,
followed by a bronze medal in the World Senior
Cross-countn/ in Durham, reaching the final in
Göteborg in J995 and a month later won a gold
in the All-African Athletics Championships in
10,000 metres. This was her first 10,000 metres
run since the final in Slullgart - after a lapse of
two years. Sally returned from Harare and we
began to think about Atlanta. She had a ralher
low-key cross-country season this year but still
managed to make the Kenyan teams for the
world championships in South Africa. This was
part of her build up to revert to the 10,000 metres
on the track; for Atlanta. Her performance in the
trials was commendable with a resounding win
over her older rival and good friend, Tegla Lorupe.
She slill has time on her side and I am in no
hurry to push her to the limits. She has a personal best of 14:47min for the 5000 and 31:15min
for the 10,000 metres - both world junior records
and these form a good foundation for her future
career as an athlele.
Sally is a tremendously competitive runner and
she trains incredibly hard. She is quite aggressive
by nature and likes to win. This is her fourth year
in lop class international events and she seems to
be gaining in strength and confidence as time
goes by.
Matbew Birir first came to my attention in
1986, again, like Sally at a local schools competition. He and his brother, Jonah sought places in
St. Patrick's Iten as students but only Mathew
managed to gain admission. As his coach during
those early years I saw him as quite an unassuming person who followed our programme of
training. He was lucky to have as classmates
Wilson Kipketer, Joseph Tengelei and William
Kosgei. He took some lime to develop inlo a confident and successful schoolboy. He had great
determination. Afler finishing school he spent
some time in Spain training with the then World
Record holder for 30O0 metres steeplechase,
Peter Koech. No doubt this had an influence on
him and probably helped him to improve his hurIAAF quarterly

dling lechnique. His first real signs of becoming a
great athlete came when he ran 8:23min for thc
3000 metres steeplechase in 1990. From there on
he continued to gradually reduce his time until
he ran that blistering 8:12min in Nairobi during
the Olympic Trials of 1992 - still the fastest
steeplechase ever to be run at a l l i l u d e . He
crowned this performance by laking the gold
medal in Barcelona wilh a spectacular recovery
after falling in the third lap. Since then Mathew
has represented Kenya at two world championships, in Stuttgart where he finished fourth and
Göteborg where he finished eighth after two falls
in the last lap. His fourth position in Atlanta was
commendable, although many people have very
high expectations of Kenyan steeplechasers.

of his great fellow Nandi tribesman twenty years
earlier in Mexico City. Kipchoge Keino, in becoming the only two Kenyans to lift the gold medal
in the Olympic 1500 metres. A car accident
shortly after these Olympics caused serious damage to his shoulder which perhaps, was part of
the reason for his being unable to capitalise on
his new-found glory. His career was short but
glorious. For me, Peter always remained a close
friend. 1 am ever grateful to him for his continual
recognition of the part I played in helping him to
develop his talent to the fullest.

Rose Cheruiyot came to my attenlion a bit later
than the others. She had never run in primary
school and did not take up the sport until her
second year of secondary school at the age of 16
Mathew has gone through his disappointments in 1992. She edged into alhletes rather slowly
with a special preference for cross-counlry. In
and for me he typifies the determination of a
fact, to this day she still has a greater liking for
person who continues to give of his best regardless of the setbacks. 1 have great respect for him cross-country than the track. She took fourth
and it is athletes like Mathew who help coaches position in the World Junior 1500m in Lisbon in
1994 and the following year came second lo
like myself to continue in our work.
Sally Barsosio in the World Junior Cross-country
Peter Rono appeared in Iten in 1983 as a small
in Budapest. It was then that people began to
14 year old student who had a liltle athletic exnotice her. During the 1994-95 cross-country
perience. He was certainly overshadowed by athseason she pul together a string of successes but
letes such as the twin Cheruiyols and Joseph could only manage eighth position in the world
Saina. But then came his break. The same year final in Durham which cost her the overall title.
Kipkoech Cheruiyot, our established 1500 metre However she compensated for It this year by takrunner won the Kenyan senior title and was ing the silver medal in the World Cross-country in
selected to represent Kenya at the firsl World South Africa and winning the overall Grand Prix
Championships in Helsinki. Suddenly a vacancy title. For a brief period last year she held thc world
arose in the team and in stepped Peter Rono. He junior 5000 meires record running 14:57min in
was up against his ex-classmate, Wilfred Oanda
Köln on August 18th. and became the first junior
Kirocbi, and it looked like il would come down to to break the 15 minute barrier. The record was
a duel between the two. But il didn't. Rono proved then takeh by her friend, fellow Kenyan and stathat he had come of age on the track and took
ble-mate, Lydia Cheromei. Presently she holds
the secondary schools 1500 metres title. A couple
two world records for road racing - the 5km
of hours later he added the 5000 metres for good
(15:05min) and the 10 miles (51min). Rose is a
measure. He retained these titles for the next two pleasure lo work with. She is gentle and co-operyears. In 1986 he took a silver medal at the first
ative, faithful to training and attentive lo advice.
World Junior Championships in Athens. The next This 1 attribute to her simplistic approach to life,
year he followed his team-mates and good friends. her tremendous appreciation and the fact that 1
Kipkoech and Charles Cheruiyot, to Mount St. have been closely associated with her since her
Mary's College in America. He ran quite well but
first steps on the track. She trains very hard espenot very spectacularly in the Collegiate champicially in cross-country and seems to really enjoy
onships in the US. In the summer of 1988 he
running in the country-side. She likes the chalreturned to Iten to train for the Olympic Trials. It
lenges of the rough terrain, with its hills and holwas during this that I had seen a significant diflows.
ference in the rather shy. low-key athlete of two
years earlier show signs of maturing into a formiWilson Kipketer is considered by many athletdable force with renewed determination and
ics enthusiasts to be the unlucky man of the
purpose. A few weeks later the trials posed little
problem but he would slill have been considered Atlanta Olympics. I had the privilege of being
an outsider by most. The resl is history as he associated with him almost from the beginning
managed to take the gold in the 1500 metres in of his athletics career. He entered St. Patrick's as
Seoul with brilliant front running tactics despite a first year student in 1986 having run in some
the presence of some notable middle distance local competitions at primary school level. He
runners such as Peter Elliot, Steve Cram and was not only an 800 metre runner but also parSteve Scott. Rono thus followed in the footsteps ticipated in 400 flat. 400 hurdles and even
decathlon. In fact, al Ilen practically all of our
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young sprint and field athletes are put through
the necessary training and compete in local
decathlon competitions during early season
preparations. We find that this forms a good
foundation for their events for the intensive
training later in the season. It also avoids their
becoming over-specialised at an early age. Kipketer gradually came to the fore and was able to
keep pace wilh his senior counterparts at an early
slage. In 1988 he was disqualified for breaking
lanes too soon in the semi-final of the 800m in
the World Junior Championships in Sudbury
(Canada). In 1989 he took second position in the
national senior 800 metres. Righl from Ihe beginning he portrayed signs of that fluid style and
relaxed approach that has become so characteristic of him today. He has an unusually relaxed
and confident approach which has come for rigorous training, tremendous turn of speed and the
ability tn accelerate gracefully. To me, he is the
near perfect 800 metre runner. Perhaps, a liltle
more power in his running and a slightly bigger
physique would put him inlo the one of our
greaiest athletes of the modern era. It is unfortunate that Wilson was not given the opportunity to flex his muscles against the greatest
two-lap runners in the world in Atlanta. However, he seems to have also taken that set-back
in his stride.

13

National Federation and youth

development
The Kenya Amateur Athletic Association plays
a major role in providing opportunities for athletes to gain exposure in competitions. However,
much of their emphasis is on the senior ranks and
therefore, the development of young talent is
very much in the hands of various schools, organizations and other interested parties. Thus, the
season revolves very much round the educational
programme. The funding for these competitions
comes largely from an 'Activity Fund' to which
each student contributes to the individual schools.
This is used to support the many and varied oulof-class aciivities which go on. Occasionally companies have been found to support and sponsor
these competitions. The National body needs lo
get more involved in supporting and promoting
athletics at grassroots level and on an more regular and day to day basis. Stepping in when there
is a major championships round the corner, e.g.
World or Conlinental Juniors Championships, is
not sufficient.
In this area. St, Patrick's is largely similar lo
any other school in lerms of financing its internal athletic programme. There have been efforts
by the Associalion to solicit sponsorship for
national junior competitions and lo assisl our
32
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national teams to compete overseas. However,
occasionally well-wishers contribute to the financing of the Iraining and this helps greatly to
give the alhletes extra support, such as laking
them to more competitions, supplementing their
diet and buying athletic footwear and clothing,
but this falls far short ofthe requirements.
14

Clubs in Kenya

The formation of athletics clubs in Kenya seems
to be still in its infancy. The idea began a few
years ago and some interested individuals and
groups supported it. The clubs centred very much
around people who had Ihemselves been athletes
of note e.g. Joseph Nzau, Robert Ouko, Ibrahim
Hussein. Perhaps, due to some hasty planning,
lack of knowledge of what was really involved or
the financial constraints caused some clubs to
weaken and lose much of their initial drive while
others faded away. The KAAA then began to
encourage their formation and went so far as to
announce that there would be an inter-clubs
athletics championships in June 1996 - a competition which never materialised.
It is early days yet to judge lhe effects and
effeciiveness of clubs in Kenya as a way of promoling and developing athietics. The more established approach, such as the involvemenl of the
Forces (e.g. Army, Police, Prisons), the Para-statal
companies (Post, Railways, Kenya Ports Authority) and schools are still very much the cornerstone of athletic development. These seem to
have the necessary infrastructure and financial
backing to support the athletes and give them
the necessary regular training.
The establishinent and development of clubs is
still very much a challenge of the future to
Kenya, a feature which needs greater planning
and a lot of Ihought before it can be as effective
as in the case of the more successful clubs of
Europe and the USA.
15

The role of managers and agents

The early 1970's saw the emergence of 'professionalism' into this 'amateur' sport In fact two of
the great names linked with this development
were Kip Keino and Ben Jipcho of Kenya. But this
early attempt soon faded and the sport soon
again resumed ils amateur status. But for how
long could it remain so? About 10 years laler the
IAAF had lo face the fast emerging idea of professionalism. After a long and controversial struggle the 'powers that be' had to finally give in and
accept the fact that financial rewards were here
to stay and would play an important part in the
development of the support and the driving force
behind the athletes.
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Managers are now an accepted part of athletics. There are mixed feelings about them. Some
see them as exploiters and manipulators while
others see them as people who get them the best
deals and look after their interests. In today's
world of business, which now includes athlelics,
there have lo be some managerial skills, whether
it be by the individual athlete or an agent. However, young Kenyan athletes seem to stumble
upon managers in a rather haphazard way withoul much guidance or planning, Some do so by
being introduced by the more established athleles, oihers gain exposure during junior competitions and are then approached by managers,
while others again are introduced by their coaches.
This whole idea of managers has caused some
controversy in recent times in Kenya. Various
efforts have been made by lhe National
Federation (KAAA) to curb or control Ihem. This is
particularly true in the case of our young alhletes who are often taken by managers with little
or no knowledge of what it involves for them, no
knowledge of the finances involves and little
about the workings of athletics. This situation is
also aggravated by the facl that parents have liltle or no part in their child's athletic development and they are often totally unaware of the
arrangements, deals and contracts being drawn
up by the young athlete and his/her manager.
Many are unaware of the role of a manager and
all the implications involved in signing contracts
and their legal implicalions. It is still a major
problem facing our Association, coaches and athletes. A better sysiem has to be worked out in
order to give a fair representation to all involved.

16

Future and challenges to Kenyan
athletics

Up to now Kenya has had more than its share
of successes in the field of athletics. This has
been largely based on nalural ability, lifestyle and
hard work. The country has built up a formidable
reputation. But the future is much more challenging and needs to be faced in a more organised and analytical way.
1) Today's world of athletics is much more scientific, competitive, professional and rewarding financially. This has led to a much more
demanding approach lo the sport. An overdependence on natural lalent may nol suffice in the future. There has to be a more
professional approach to coaching and to the
development of our young talent.
2) There are many athletes coming out of Kenya.
We have many good athletes but proportionally we, perhaps, should have a greaier number in the top bracket internationally. The
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gap between us and the Ethiopians, Moroccans and Algerians who, up to now have
had less success, is closing, They seems to do
much of their training in Europe, have a
much better support sysiem and compete
more sparingly. We have a broad base which
should, at least theoretically, produce quite a
few top class athletes. But this does not seem
to be the case. We need to concentrate more
on bringing the very talented ones to the
peak of their performance. We seem lo have
some problems in achieving this. Perhaps
through better coaching methods, betler
training facilities, more controlled running in
terms of the number of races in a season,
greater monitoring of development and performances - all may help.
3) There has to be a much greater effort lo
ideniify our talented athleles at a younger
age, to give them the necessary suppori,
advice, guidance and training, to have them
better prepared to face the ever-demanding
challenges of today's athletics world, Our
effort at Iten is only the tip of the iceberg, it
is only one such effort. II needs to be extended to other areas in an organised way.
4) Some of successful athletes often say that
their efforts are not recognised or sufficiently
rewarded. Kenya's athleles are among its
greatest ambassadors. They keep the country's image at the forefront of the sports
world. But at home some may think that they
are taken for granted. Perhaps a closer look
has to be taken al providing greater local incentives and rewards for those who perform
well al major championships. This is an issue
which has to be looked into. Local recognition is important.
5) As regards my own future involvement in the
Kenyan athletic scene, I foresee the time
when I can take a more low-key role and
allow the coaches who are presently assisting
me to move to the forefront. They have the
ability and experience l o continue in the
work of identifying and developing the vast
reservoir of young talent which the country
has and. perhaps, break into new territory in
areas which need greater attention such as
sprints and field events. After twenty years of
involvement with the young athletes I feel a
great sense of fulfilment and achievement a sense of satisfaction in having contributing
someihing little to the lives of so many
young people. Their friendship and appreciation has been my reward.
17

Sample training programmes used at
Iten Athletics Training Camp are
given in Tables 1 and 2
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Table 1:

Schedule for cross-country for junior athletes (14-20 years)

No. Date or
month

Period
weeks

Frequency Days per Warm-up
par day
WB«k

Main session

Warm-down

Intensity

encouraged to play
for relaxation and
•ther spons e.g. VB, BB downloading

1

Sapt.-Nov. 6

2

Nov.-Dec.

2

use first 1-2km

4-5

lOmrn

lighl

3

Dec.

1

use flrst 1 -2km

4-5km girls am
5-6km boys pm

lOmin

medium

4

E>ec

jogging tor
1 - 2km on a
grass surface
and
stretching
for lOmin

4-5km girts am
6-7km boys am
hill reps, mid mom. xlO
5-6km giris pm
8-tOkm boys pm
faniek 2/week 6km pm

jogging for 2km and
15 min stretching
and relax

medium

use first 2km

active resl 6-7km

10 mm stretching

medium

lOmIn
jogging and
lOmin
Stretching
and flexing

4-5km girls am
7-8km boys am
5-6km girls pm
8-lOhm boys pm
faniek 2/week 6km pm

jog for 1 -2km and
15 min slretcfiing
arnJ relaxing
exerctses

medium
to
high

Dec.
6

all of
January

4

high

Competition season: February to mid March - weekly programme
Mondey

Tuesday-Wednesday

Thuraday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

moming rest

4-5km girls am
6-7km boys am
medium
6-7 km boys pm
7-9 km boys pm
high

4-5km am girls
6-7km am boys
6-7 km pm boys
7-9 km pm boys
medium

4-5km girls am
6-7 km boys am
medium

Competiiion
day

afternoon
4.5km
girls and boys
lighl

5-6 km girts pm
6-7 km boys pm
medium speed

pm rest

From mid-March to early April 2 weeks of active rest
Note:
Intensity: Light means averaging aboul 6 minutes per km speed for girts and about 5 minutes per km for boys. Medium
means averaging about 5 minutes per km for girts and 4 minutes per km for boys. High means averaging about 4 minutes per km for girts and 3 minutes per km for boys.
am = moming session i.e. 6 am: mid-morning is about 10 am; pm = evening session I.e. 5 pm,
This programme applies to all alhletes who intend to compete at BOO metres and longer
Each Saturday when there is no competition, a long run of about 10 km for the girls and 12-14 km for the boys is undertaken at medium speed.
AH training is done on Old and grass, roads ana pathways - we avocO hard surfaces.
The courses used are all undulating with gentle sloping hills and vales throughout, mixed with some flat areas.
TTie morning run is seen as a binding force among lhe team members, a way of isolating the athleles from the rest of the
community and having Ihem do something In a very quiet atmosphere wilh full conceniralion.
Some of the athletes run barefooted and this has been claimed as being a soothing and unhindered coniact with nature
- vbfilh the ground beneath, the grass, dust and mud.

• •

H

V^' VHi

kk^
PM^
L M T I BK
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Table 2:
Schedule for track for )unfor athletes (14-20 years) with special emphasis on training
middle distance athletes
part I
No. Date or
month

1

No. ot
weeks

1 April

1

Frequency
per day

2

1

Days per
week

6
Sunday is
a rest day

Warm-up

Main seaslon

use first 1km
tor warm-up

4-5km road girts am
5-6km road boys a m

fog to track
3km -4- 3 taps o l
Irack +
flexibility,
stretching.
resistance
exercises

Intervals on trade

use first 1km
for warm-up

4-5km road girls am
5-6km road t]oys am

fog to track
3km + 3 laps of
track +
flexibility.
stretching.
resistance
exercises

intervals on track

1

1

1

2

April

1

3

6
Sunday is
a rest day

lighl jog
foltowedby
stretching

3

April

1

3

inlervals on track

1
1

lighl jog
followed by
stretching

4

AprtlMsy

, 1

1

5

1
1

easy jog on grass
medium
surface followed
to
by stretching and
high
relaxing exercises
15 minutes
i

3 laps ^ o w jog on
grass infield +
relaxation
exercises
10 minutes
+ bnsk walk back
3km

3 0 0 x 6 - 4 6 sec girls
- 42 sec boys
10Om jog recovery
followed by
200 X 6 - 32 sec giris
- 26 sec boys
jog 200 m recovery
hill training and speed
work
fartlek over 5-6km
3 times per week
hill repetitions 120m
genlle incline x 10
al about 80% speed
3 times per week

increasing
Intensily
. depending
on athletes
response

easy jog on grass
surlace followed
by slraichlr^ and
relaxing exercises
15 minutes

use first 1km
lor warm-up

3-5km road girls am
4-6km road boys am
active rest

relaxation
exercises for atraul light
10 mmules

use first 1km
fer warm-up

3-5km road girls am
4-6km road boys am

easy jog on grass
surlace followed
by streiching and
reltumg exercises
15 minutes

May

1.

Al various times during lhe programme I l e middle distance athletes train with Ihe long dislance runners and at other
times with the spnnters depending on whe her they lack stamina or speed.
Mosl even sessions are accompanied by a talk for about 5-10 minutes, analyzing thc type of training, progress report.
upcoming competition, injuries, motivaifon eic. immediately after the warm up.
As lhe competition season progresses tr- e weekly session reduce in intensity and laciical discussions become more |
prominent.

3.
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2

medium

5

2,

4

hill training and speed
work
fartlek over 5-6km
3 times per week
hill repetitions 120m
gentle incline X 10
at aboul 80% speed
3 times per week

jog to track
3km + 3 laps of
track +
flexibilily,
stretching.
resislance
exercises

3 laps slow jog on
grass infield +
relaxation
exercises 10
minuies
* brisk walk back
3km

3 laps slow jog on
grass infield +
medium
relaxation
to
exercises 10
' high
minutes
+ brisk walk back
3km

400 X 5 • 72 sec giris
- 64 sec. boys
2 minutes recovery
followed by
300x 5 - 48 sec girts
• 42 sec boys
2 minutes recovery

3-4km road giris am
4-5km road trays am

intensity
medium

600 X 4 - 114 sec girls
• 96 sec boys
3 minutes recovery
followed by
400 X 4 - 72 sec girls
- 64 sec boys
2 minutes recovery

use flmt 1 km
for warm-up

16

Warm-down

5

vanations of Ihe atrave
training inien/als
depending on level of
fitness

high
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Table 2:
Schedule for track tor junior athletes (14-20 years) with special emphasis on training
middle distance athletes
part ll
Competition season: June and July - weeldy programme
Monday

Tuesday-Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

rest in the
moming

3-4km road girls am
4-5km road trays am

3-4km road giris am
4-5km road boys am

4-5km road giris am
5-6km road boys am

4-5 laps of track
stretching and flexibility
exercises
interval iraining
4 X 300 - 46sec girls
• 42sec boys
easy jog of lOOm recovery
4 X 200 - SOsec girls
• 24sec boys
easy jog of 200 recovery
high speed

medium

medium

a few laps and
stretching
intervals

rest
afternoon

easy jog of 5 laps
interval Iraining
4 X 400 - 68sec girls
- 60sec boys
easy jog of 3 laps *
relaxation exercise

Saturday

Sunday

competition

rest

200 X 5 - 24sec giris
-SOsec boys
medium

Nole.
1

Sometimes compeiiiions cover two days (Friday and Saturday) and m such cases our weekly programme ends wrth the Thursday
moming session

2

As I am dealing malr>ly with junior alhletes I am very aware that any programme has lo have variation and flexibility. Emphasis
should be on the athlete, not on the programme.

P^
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